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1 [IMAGE] Opened in 1871, which building is this?

2 [IMAGE] Which title character from a 1971 film is pictured?

3 [IMAGE] Which iconic Jaguar model is pictured?

4 [IMAGE] Which Dr Seuss character is pictured?

5 [IMAGE] Which Australian performer, writer and comedian (b. 1955) is pictured?

6 [IMAGE] Who is this Canadian journalist and author (b. 1963)?

7 [IMAGE] Which cartoon character is the antagonist of Ginger Meggs?

8
[IMAGE] The Derby Day is the undisputed masterpiece of which English painter (1819-
1909)?

9
[IMAGE] Name either of the 20th century novels inspired by the Senate House building in
London.

10
[IMAGE] In Australia, by what three-word name is the flathead lobster (aka bay lobster)
better known?

11
[IMAGE] Which flyhalf (b. 1951) is generally regarded as the greatest rugby player in his
country's history?

12 [IMAGE] Which American comedic actor (1924-2006) is pictured?

13 What piece of attire (as opposed to protective equipment) is mandatory for male amateur
boxers, but prohibited for male professionals?

14
Which Japanese artist is best known for the woodblock print series Thirty-six Views of
Mount Fuji?

15 In chess, which TWO pieces can jump over another?

16 Who is the Norse goddess of beauty and fertility?

17 Both Kazakhstan and Ethiopia can lay claim to what title?

18 In Australian English, what links yogurt and veranda?

19
What 3-word phrase can refer to innumerable albums by artists including Rod Stewart and 
James Morrison; or the canon of the most important and influential US popular songs and 
jazz standards from the early 20th century?

20
Michael Phelps' sole remaining individual world record is in which event, set at the 2008 
Beijing Olympics when he finished more than two seconds ahead of László Cseh and Ryan 
Lochte?

21
Hash functions such as SHA256, MD5 and BLAKE are commonly used in which 
interdisciplinary field involving engineering, mathematics and computer science, among 
others?

22
As per AS3745-2010, what colour helmet or cap should a Chief Warden wear in an
emergency? 

23 At the 1984 Olympics, Glynis Nunn won gold in which athletic event?

24 Which city's airport is named for football (soccer) player George Best?

25

Which common household cleaning product's ingredients generally include water, hydrated 
silica, glycerine, sorbitol, PVM/MA copolymer, sodium lauryl sulphate, cellulose gum, 
flavouring, sodium hydroxide, carrageenan, propylene glycol, sodium saccharin, and 
titanium dioxide?

26
Which British film production company, founded in 1934, is best known for a series
of gothic horror films made from the mid-1950s until the 1970s.

27
In 1924 Marie Cordery became the first person to be born at which London landmark?  
Sadly, initial reports that her given names were to be Thelma Ursula Beatrice Eleanor proved 
unfounded.
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28

The portrayal of which Shakespearean title character is Timothy West referring to? The role 
is physically and emotionally exhausting, particularly because you have to play through the 
real symptoms of whatever you decide the madness is. The first time I played him, I 
consulted a senile dementia specialist. He said: "No, he's got is arteriosclerosis."

29 Which 1725 composition consists of La primavera, L'estate, L'autunno and L'inverno?

30
How many tennis players are normally included in the women's doubles main draw at a
Grand Slam event?

31
Comprising some 93,000 hectares of south-west Queensland, what is Australia's (and the
southern hemisphere's) largest irrigation property?

32
In which year did Coca-Cola disastrously introduce New Coke before reverting to the original
recipe three months later? [we'll allow one year either way]

33
By law, Australian financial institutions must report to the federal government agency
AUSTRAC all transactions exceeding what dollar threshold?

34
What links Sir Donald Bradman, the Chappell brothers, Gavin Wanganeen and Mark
Ricciuto, among others?

35 In which 1987 movie does I demand the finest wines available to humanity?

36 Which rapper was born Amethyst Amelia Kelly in Sydney in 1990?

37
Which Libertarian party candidate finished third in the 2020 US presidential election with
about 1.8 million votes?

38
In her youth, members of the Queen's immediate family commonly referred to her by what
seven-letter diminutive of Elizabeth?  [Exact spelling required]

39
Which is the only Australian city that fields a football (soccer) team in the W-League but not
the A-League?

40
What draw (i.e. match allocation) system was first employed at a chess tournament in
Zurich in 1895?

41 What links Weddell, Amundsen, Scotia and Bellingshausen, among others?

42 Which 2019 Margaret Atwood novel is a sequel to a 1985 novel?

43 What is, easily, the largest US state by population in the New England region?

44 To the nearest whole number, how many inches are in one metre?

45
Which river that forms the border between Columbia and Venezuela appears in the title of a
1980s hit single by Enya?

46
Who represented the Kangaroos in 12 Tests and later coached Australia to a rugby league
World Cup, and both the Bulldogs and Storm to NRL premierships?  

47
According to a 1986 advertising campaign, what car make is "The only Italian masterpiece
you can drive to work"?

48
Who was leader of the UK Liberal Party between 1967 and 1976?  In 1979 he was 
controversially acquitted of conspiracy to commit murder, and was portrayed by Hugh Grant 
in the 2018 TV serial A Very English Scandal.

49 What relation are actresses Jenny and Melissa McCarthy?

50 What links the letters F, H, V, W and Y, and no others?

51 Saarland and Thuringia are among the 16 states that make up which European country?

52
When not rescuing damsels from the clutches of Donkey Kong, in which trade does Mario
supposedly earn his living?

53
Which team sport made its Olympic debut for men in 1936 (though it had been a
demonstration sport in 1904), and for women in 1976?
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54
Which Japanese word translates into English, both literally and figuratively, as "Number
One"?

55
Jeremy Irons and Domonique Swain co-starred in the 1997 remake of which classic 1962
film?

56 Which British city will, covid permitting, host the 2022 Commonwealth Games?

57 What is the technical difference between gambling and betting?

58
What is the only Australian basketball team to have competed in every season since the
NBL's inception in 1979?

59
Which actor's characters have met their death on-screen some 23 times, including Patriot
Games, Goldeneye, The Fellowship of the Ring and Game of Thrones?

60
In April 1978 the TEV Wahine capsized with the loss of 53 lives at the mouth of the harbour
to which New Zealand city?

61
What political event has taken place seven times since Australia's federation, in 1914, 1951,
1974, 1975, 1983, 1987 and 2016?

62
Which batsman's 21-year professional cricket career largely coincided with a period of 
decline for the West Indies, meaning he has been on the losing side in more Test matches 
(64) than any other player, one ahead of Brian Lara?

63
In 1888 which American entrepreneur coined the advertising phrase "You Press the Button,
We Do the Rest"? 

64
The novels The Black Dahlia (1987), The Big Nowhere (1988), and L.A. Confidential (1990)
are among the works of which American crime fiction author?

65 Hugo Drax is the villain in which 1955 James Bond novel and 1979 film? 

66
Located near Birdsville, which ghost town with a population of zero shares its name with a
satirical website and newspaper?

67 Which actress has won Emmys, for her roles as Christine Campbell and Selina Meyer?

68
Adopted by all UN member states in 2015, the 17 SDGs are a call for action by all countries 
to promote prosperity while protecting the environment. What three words does SDG stand 
for?

69 Who portrayed Marilyn Monroe in the 2011 film My Week with Marilyn?

70
Also known as the 80/20 rule, the law of the vital few, or the principle of factor sparsity, the 
Principle which states that roughly 80% of effects come from 20% of causes is named for 
which Italian economist?

71
Which surname completes this list (in no particular order):  Barzini, Cuneo, Stracci, Tattaglia,
...?

72
Which Major League Baseball team played its home games at Shea Stadium from
1964–2008?

73
Which fictional soccer match, supposedly played in Munich in 1972, was decided by an 89th
minute goal from Socrates?

74
Most common in the USA and Philippines, name any one of the types of social institution
collectively referred to by the term Greek Life.

75
According to the RIAA, which band's greatest hits album has overtaken Michael Jackson's
Thriller to become the best-selling album in music history?

76 In which state capital is the ABC TV series The Heights (mostly) filmed?

77 
Jared Harris, Stellan Skarsgård and Emily Watson are among the many cast members of
which acclaimed HBO 2019 series?

78
Three IOC presidents have themselves been Olympians.  Avery Brundage completed in 
athletics, Jacques Rogge in sailing, and Thomas Bach won gold for West Germany in which 
sport at Montreal?
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79 Whose 2011 album Christmas sold one million copies in Australia alone?

80
An Irish organisation that promotes indigenous games and pastimes, which three words
does the acronym GAA stand for?

81 
In which deduction game for 4-10 players developed by Innersloth and released in 2018 can

players be either crewmates or imposters?

82 
Bindi and Shane are among the members of which "dole bludging" family which was
pilloried by A Current Affair in the 1990s?

83 Leading to widespread protests, George Floyd Jr. passed away in May 2020 in which US city?

84 Which IPL cricket team plays, appropriately enough, in predominantly pink uniforms?

85 Which imperial-style mass assembly was held in Delhi in 1877, 1903 and 1911?

86
A long-running health and developmental study is named for which New Zealand city, in
which all its 1,037 subjects were born in 1972 or 1973?

87
Which four-letter word can be a psychological disorder characterised by a craving for non-
nutritive substances, the Latin word for a magpie, or a printer's measure equivalent to 12 
points?

88 What links Sir Charles Tupper, John Turner, and Kim Campbell?

89 What was the title of Izaak Walton's 1653 book, a discourse on fish and fishing?

90 Which duo's lesser known works include Thespis and Ruddigore?

91
What letter follows 401 in reference to a tax-qualified, defined-contribution pension
account as per that subsection of the US Internal Revenue Code?

92
According to an adage generally attributed to Ernest Rutherford, all science is either physics,
or what hobby?

93
An iconic part of the New Zealand's history and culture, what name is given to a small, often
very modest, holiday home or beach house?

94
What links these fictional characters, among many others?  Pierre Bezukhov, Esther
Summerson, Euphrasie "Cosette" Tholomyes, T.S. Garp, Candide.

95 Which car manufacturer's racing teams are known as the Silver Arrows?

96
What year do some historians denote as the end of the Middle Ages, since it saw both the
fall of the Byzantine Empire and the end of the Hundred Years War?

97
The town of Daly Waters (population 9 according to the 2016 census) is located in which
Australian state or territory?

98
Which Australian primary industry ceased for good in 1978 following more than 150 years of
commercial operation?

99
Part religion, part occult and part philosophy, which movement instigated in the late 19th 
century by Russian émigré Helena Blavatsky holds that there is an ancient and secretive 
brotherhood of spiritual adepts known as the Masters?

100
Released in 1985, Rum Sodomy & the Lash is the second studio album by which folk-punk
band?
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